
PARIS, MAY 14th Vancouver writer and artist Douglas 
Coupland, today at the New Cities Summit in Paris, unveiled 
the V-Pole, a simple proposal for the future of complex urban 

The V-Pole (‘V’ for Vancouver) is a slim, modular utility pole 

like manner, it can be installed in urban settings and provides 

lighting, electric vehicle charging, parking transactions and 

than the current generation of utility structures found on city 

transmission is no longer something scary you don’t want in 

 

Coupland began investigating ways of creating open source 
wireless over a year ago and encountered a technology called 

an enabling technology, the lightRadio™ dropped in my lap,” 

A reduced-wattage device the size and shape of a Rubik’s 
cube inside the V-Pole eliminates the need for huge outdated 

“Vancouver is a leader in urban innovation and we are always 
looking at ways to stay on the sharpest edge of technology,” 

Canadian writer and artist Douglas Coupland shows us what the  
future might look like, as demonstrated by Vancouver Mayor  
Gregor Robertson...
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“The City of Vancouver is signaling its belief that the future is 

is an inevitable technology and a massive entrepreneurial 

without electricity — in the same way, you would never think 

Coupland forecasts that in the future people will think of 

“The V-Pole will do vastly more using a smaller footprint, 

emission transportation is a key goal for Vancouver,” added 

innovation and spark creative partnerships between cities 

how we develop and democratize what can only be described 
as an inevitable force that’s headed towards us like an asteroid 

For more information please visit www.v-pole.com

“Wireless transmission is no longer something scary you don’t want 
in your back yard. Now you want it directly in front of your house.”
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...AND MEET THE COLOURS
OF VANCOUVER

Colouring of the V-Pole comes from an exploration 
of Vancouver’s many rich natural icons, shown 
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